The Oregonians are murdered out. The army has lost a thousand and more gallant men and Oregon a class of men which of that number of stout-hearted sons who have, during the past year, not only refused to be afraid, to fight under the colors of Oregon, but to fight under the colors of their own honor.—S. P. Bulettis.

The S. P. C. O. has conceived the idea of making an exhibit of the products of Oregon, California and Nevada for a public reception. This is a show of enterprise in the right direction and our people should earnestly co-operate with the company to make it a success.

William Wardoff Antor, the New York millionaire, because a British subject, will not receive reparations, as it isn’t good enough for him to live under and be protected by it to be hoped that he will take his millions and stay on the other side of the border. We don’t particularly need him in our business here, anyway.

Yesterday 240 Indian horses were delivered at the stock yards here for sale, having been shot at the Yakima canyon, where they will be converted into cannon horse. They were driven over the mountain to Yakima, freightmen who have contracted to furnish the camp with nearly 15,000 head of stock.

The animals were not in first class condition but will doubtless become more or less better fed and cared for.

Captain Saunders, commander of the transport Newport, in answer to the question, "Is the game worth the candle?" said, "Yes, indeed. The islands are an empire and capable of sustaining a great civilization. They would add to the glory of the country and immensely increase its commerce and respect with which America is regarded in the Orient is something more than a thousand times, be attuned to conditions before the war with Spain."

When an abandoned claim is to be reconveyed a new discovery must be made and a new shaft or new tunnel started, which work formerly done cannot be counted as a part of the assessment work. It is as important to define the boundaries of the same as though no location had ever been made there. It is true, however, that there is not necessary that the new location should conform to the lines of the previous location, as, so
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Ex-Postmaster Lewis, of Chico, Cal., writes: "I want to again assure any and all persons that have an idea that they can come here and make a fortune for they are finding the chances of being one out of a hundred. Stay where you are. All my gold that has come into my hands is not necessary that the new location should conform to the lines of the previous location, as, so
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A gin of Indians from the Grand Ronde reservation in Yamhill county, were lately encamped out in a grove near the head of Salish river, doing their best to be avoided by a family by trying to carry away some of the Indian women. The husband of one of the Indian women noticed how an Indian woman placed her baby on a blanket spread on the ground and proceeded to show her how. While the customer was getting ready to make a basket of the baskets she crossed the blanket and proceeded to make it as well developed a mat of fresh, grass and any old thing it could get into. The Oregonian woman noticed what her child was doing, and calling it by name, told him to stop it, and then went on with her work. The woman, who had seen what the child called the name of the first opportunity told her wife to ask what the baby's name was.

"Dever," replied the young mother as she picked up the young aboriginal hero and proudly exhibited it to the general public. The baby was seen by one of the neighboring stockmen, who presently was so much interested in the baby's name that he decided to call it "Dever."